COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
MUNNI DEVI UNITES WOMEN FOR EQUINE WELFARE AND LIVELIHOOD OPPORTUNITIES
When in 2012, Brooke India began its equine welfare work in the
Mohani village, Etah (Uttar Pradesh), Munni Devi stood out as a
dynamic and enthusiastic equine owner. Her family of 3
daughters, 2 sons and a husband depends on the seasonal
employment at brick kilns for income. A headstrong Munni, not
only takes care of her family needs but also tends to the feeding
and husbandry needs of their 2 horses.
“Brooke India inspired and taught me to work for the betterment
of equines and equine owners. Through Brooke trainings, my
motivation levels increased greatly and I chose to dedicatedly
work for equines and equine owners. I feel humble and fulfilled
with the work that we are doing for the betterment of equines
and equine-owners,” said Munni Devi
The 16 equine owners (23 equines) in Mohani village were
ignorant towards equine hoof care and husbandry practices and
equines suffered due to application of oil on all kinds of injuries,
over loading and tetanus. Looking at Munni’s willingness to
engage in equine welfare activities, the Brooke team discussed
Munni Devi with her equine
all these issues with Munni. Through her rapport, she brought all
the equine owners together for Brooke efforts of assessing
equine needs through PWNA (Participatory Welfare Needs
Assessment). She was at the forefront when Brooke facilitated the formation of the Mathur Equine Welfare Group (EWG)
in 2015. This group was later converted into a women EWG in 2016 comprising 11 women.
Achievements of the Mathur EWG under the leadership of Munni Devi
The women group contributed Rs. 20-25 each to make a first-aid kit and unanimously named Munni Devi as the group
leader. The responsibility of managing the first-aid kit was shouldered by Munni Devi which included dosing pain killer and
antiseptic for equine injuries. The Mathur EWG began to ensure equine welfare by confirming TT vaccination as well as
deworming of all equines through the local health provider (LHP), Bablu. The EWG was also linked to the local government
departments to avail benefits of government schemes.
In 2017, the Mathur EWG group received Rs. 15,000 from
NRLM and in 2017, it received a bank transfer CCL (current
credit limit) amount of Rs. 50,000. Supported by the group
members and facilitated by Brooke, Munni led the Mathur group
through all these achievements. Her dedication overcame all
the barriers as she confidently communicated with the
government officers, voicing equine issues and demanding
scheme-related benefits.
Acknowledging the strength of this women’s group, the
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
(NABARD) trained then in pickle, incense and paper bowlmaking. This training further enhanced livelihood options for
equine-owning women in the Mohani village.
Brooke Veterinary Assistant-cum-Community
Motivator, Nawal Kishore providing training on the
'Six Parameters of Equine Welfare' to Munni Devi
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Equine Friendly Environment at Brick Kiln in Moradabad
In India, the brick kilns operations are divided in two seasons, winter season
that spans from November-March and summer season from April-June. In
summers the climate at brick kilns which is already hot due to the continuously
burning furnace, worsens.
Usually, the brick kiln owners provide a small space as shelter to equine
owners during the work season. Within this limited space, the equine owners
store their luggage, cook food, sleep, keep their animal and store fodder. After
completing a day’s work, the equines are allowed to move freely around the
brick kiln area but there is no provision for green fodder available for grazing.
Big trees are rare to find in a brick kiln under which tired and exhausted
equines can take rest. During conditions of simmering heat, facilities such as
green trees offer relief to the equine owners (workers) and their equines who
carry bricks at the brick kilns. However, the Brooke India Partner Equine
Welfare Unit (PEWU) in Moradabad has been trying to overcome such
challenges and create a welfare friendly environment for 3200 equines
working in 90 brick kilns.

Jagriti Equine Welfare Association
planting sapling at singh brick kiln
in Moradabad

In 2016 Brooke India team identified Singh brick kiln and found that there were
19 equine owners and 19 equines working under the harsh working
environment and extreme weather condition without the adequate provision
for shade resulting in suffering and heat stress for working equines.

Through initial interactions with the Haji
Rafi, brick kiln owner, it was realized that it was not an easy task to convince the brick kiln
owner to integrate equine friendly practices and make adequate facilities for equine
owners and working equines, but with apt handling Brooke India team managed to get in
touch with Brick kiln owner and conveyed their concern to reduce the suffering of
working equines.
Once Brooke India team convinced Haji Rafi, task became easy. Subsequently, Brooke
India team organized series of meeting with equine owners and found that there is major
issue of shade and shelter and if trees can be planted than it will provide natural shade to
the equines and will also reduce the case of heat stress.
Things were shaping up well as work at the brick kiln gathered pace and Brick kiln owner
agreed to plant trees to improve the overall environment and provide natural shade to
the equines. The Jagriti equine welfare association were introduced with the brick kiln
owner and responsibility for tree plantation was given to the association. The Jagriti
equine welfare association brought 69 plants for Rupees 690 and charged rupees 20 to
plant one sapling, which also provided income for the association.
After tree plantation was completed Haji Rafi says “I am thankful to the Brooke India
team and Jagriti Equine Welfare Association members who motivated us and gave
us the opportunity to improve the environment for working equines.” He further adds
“I am now convinced that equine welfare leads to greater income for equine owners
and help in establish good relations with the equine owning community and I ensure
my full cooperation for the cause in the near future.”
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Jagriti Equine welfare
Association members
along with Brooke India
VACM planting sampling
in the Singh brick Kiln
at Moradabad

SERVICE PROVISION
BAPURAO'S EXEMPLARY WILL AND EFFORT BROUGHT RELIEF FOR DONKEY OWNERS IN NANDED
In April 2011, Brooke India began intervention through its Partner unit
Sanskriti Samvardhan Mandal (SSM) in Biloli, Sagroli, Nanded, Naigoan,
Deglur and Mukhed Blocks of Nanded districts covering 8500 equines that
are employed in transportation of goods from farm to town and sand
through river beds. Initial assessment found that most of the donkeys were
suffering from lameness case due to foot problems. It mainly due to
ignorance and lack of knowledge about hoof care.
SSM entered Mukhed block in 2011 and found that local donkey owners
don’t have appropriate knowledge about hoof care, foot abscess, hoof
wound and they were following faulty practices like excessive frog
trimming and removing. As a result, there were a large number of lameness
and hoof affection cases in this block. However, due to lack of awareness
regarding foot care, equine owners often ignored such painful conditions in
the donkeys.

Bapurao Doing farriery under
the guidance of BI staff at Muked Block

Bapurao is a donkey owner from Mukhed block, Nanded. He is the sole
bread earner for the family of six. Things have not come easily to Bapurao;
he started working at a very young age with his equine at a nearby river
Lendi to meet the financial liabilities of the family. His life took a dramatic
turn when he met SSM’s Veterinary Assistant Cum Community Motivator
(VACM) Gaikwad Dhondiba

Dhondiba had a series of meetings with these equine owners to
understand the reasons for such pathetic condition of the donkeys. Most of
them said that lack of proper farriery services was one of the main reasons why equines had to suffer.
It was essential to understand the root cause; therefore, a further probing was done. Dhondiba listed down all the
challenges that the equine owners had to face. It was not only the financial pressure but also the lack of adequate
resources. Donkey owners were dependent on their old practices of trimming the hoof with the help of local Vila or knife
often resulting into pain and suffering for Donkeys. This was as they didn’t have adequate skill in doing proper trimmimg
which is skilled job, it lead to excessive trimming leading to cases of foot problems and lameness severely affecting the
livelihood of poor donkey owners.
After collating all the facts, Dhondiba concluded that the best solution would be to identify and develop local hoof trimmer in
Eklara. After series of deliberations with equine owner, it was found that Bapurao is an active equine owner, who has
aptitude of becoming a hoof trimmer and is willing to enhance his skills to provide quality hoof trimming services to the
equine owners.
Dhondiba met Bapurao and narrated the situation. Bapurao agreed to learn quality hoof trimming from the Brooke India
team. Dhondiba took help of Brooke Farrier Trainer, Mamataram and organised a series of in-house and in-situ trainings
on various aspects of farriery, foot care and donkey welfare. During these
trainings Mamataram realized Bapurao’s potential and took out extra
time to train him and even asked him to accompany Brooke team on
training sessions. This investment paid rich dividends.
It has been over two years that Bapurao has successfully been doing
hoof trimming of 112 donkeys in six villages namely Eklara, Degloor,
Vannali, Achegaon, Balegaon and Motarga apart from his own village.
He manages to earn up to Rs.150-200 per day by charging Rs.40 per
donkey with the travel cost provided by the donkey owner.
Bapurao quickly adapted Brooke’s welfare friendly practices into his daily
routine and says “I would like to thank SSM & Brooke India team for
providing me training on correct method of hoof and frog trimming and
use of appropriate tools” He further adds “I am so happy that the mutual
Brooke India conducting session on
coordination and efforts of the equine owners and the SSM’s team
using proper tools and correct hoof
brought much needed relief for the working donkeys.”
trimming method at Mukhed block, Nanded
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SERVICE PROVISION
SURGICAL EXCISION OF A TUMOUR-LIKE OUTGROWTH WITH THE SUPPORT OF
LOCAL SERVICE PROVIDERS
Brooke VACM (Veterinary Assistant-cumCommunity Motivator), Rinku Kumar, visited
equine owner Mahipal’s house in Runakta
village in Agra during a routine equine health
check. Mahipal had a 10-year old mare
which he employed to transport goods by
cart. During the health check-up, Brooke
VACM observed the onset of an outgrowth
near the vulva of his mare. Mahipal said that
this outgrowth had been increasing in size in
the past few days but the mare is still able to
work. VACM Rinku clicked pictures of the
Mahipal and his kids watch Brooke vet, Dr. Asheesh Pratap Singh,
government veterinary officer of Dhaulpur,
Dr. Ashutosh Jadone operate the mare

outgrowth and shared it with Brooke
veterinarian, Dr. Asheesh Pratap Singh who
suggested that a surgery might be needed to

cure the mare. When Dr. Asheesh visited Mahipal’s house and diagnosed his mare, he confirmed the need to operate but
the owner wasn’t ready for this. Mahipal said, “Even if the work efficiency has reduced somewhat, I am at least able to work
and earn daily.”
Brooke vet explained and cautioned Mahipal that the mare’s pain will increase in the coming days but Mahipal knew what
he wanted to do. He didn’t allow the Brooke vet to operate the outgrowth. At this stage, Dr. Asheesh gave pain killers to the
mare. As days passed, the mare became reluctant to work and the outgrowth had enlarged into a bigger problem. Mahipal
still continued to make his mare work even when its health kept deteriorating. Within 2 weeks, there outgrowth hadn’t just
enlarged but was also infected by maggots and the mare could not work at all. At last, Mahipal contacted Brooke vet and
told that he was ready to get his mare operated.
Dr. Asheesh visited again and found that
the tumor-like pendulous outgrowth near
the vulva had considerably increased in
size and was infected by maggots. Brooke
vet involved the government vet of
Dhaulpur, Dr. Ashutosh Jadone as well as
LHP (local health provider) Mukesh in the
surgery. Both the government vet as well
as the LHP confidently took responsibility
and assisted the Brooke vet in successfully
operating the mare. After the surgery,
Brooke VACM and LHP took charge of
follow-up and regular dressing of the
wound. Mahipal was suggested to

Left: Equine owner, Mahipal, Brooke vet. Dr. Asheesh Pratap Singh
and LHP Mukesh with the mare after the surgery

maintain the hygiene and use fly repellents
to prevent the wound from contamination.
After 15 days of surgery, the mare recovered and Dr. Asheesh visited once again to remove the sutures.
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SERVICE PROVISION
BROOKE’S DEDICATED EFFORTS TO PUT ABANDONED HORSE TO SLEEP
Brooke India staff was returning to the head office from a site
visit in Meerut along with Laura Rombauer, a prospective donor
from USA and Emily Dulin, Executive Director Brooke USA,
when Laura noticed an abandoned and frail horse on the side of
the road. Seeing the horse move with immense difficulty and
looking completely disoriented, Laura requested the Brooke
staff to ensure its welfare. The Brooke vehicle was immediately
pulled by and Ratnesh Rao, the manager of planning and
coordination at Brooke India, offered water to the horse. Brooke
staff also purchased greens from a local seller to feed the horse.
No one from the onlookers and the shopkeepers knew about
the horse’ whereabouts.
Brooke India veterinary officer at Meerut,
Dr. Prashant Kumar cleaning the abandoned horse

Brooke’s senior veterinary officer (SVO), Dr. Rajan Bijyal and
veterinary officer (VO) from Meerut, Dr. Prashant were
immediately informed about the situation. The veterinarians

diagnosed a fracture in the left fore knee joint that had evolved into callous growth due to lack of treatment. Brooke SVO
and VO provided fluid therapy and pain killers to the horse. Thereafter, the horse
was cleaned with water to provide him relief from heat.
The entire team then observed the horse for a few minutes and noted that the
horse was in utter pain and there was absolutely no one who volunteered to take
care of the ailing horse. After thoughtfully considering the physical and mental
condition of the abandoned horse, it was decided by the team that the horse must
be euthanized to abate its further pain, grief and suffering.
The next task was to take the horse to a secluded place to avoid speculation or
panic among the onlookers. As the horse was abandoned, the BI’s senior
veterinary officer, Dr. Rajan addressed a letter to the local municipal explaining
the

need

for

euthanizing the horse
as well as arranging
for a truck to carry the

The horse being taken to a
secluded place by Brooke staff

animal to an isolated
place. The municipal office accepted Brooke’s explanation and
provided a truck and a JCB to load the animal.
The vehicle was driven to the nearby river side and following the
procedure, where the horse was given a last meal of greens and
was euthanized using the most painless method by Dr.
Prashant of the Meerut mobile Unit operated by Brooke India
Brooke Vet Dr. Prashant euthanizing the horse

partner, Meerut Sewa Samaj.
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SERVICE PROVISION
BROOKE GETS GOVERNMENT VETS TO PARTAKE IN DADRI EQUINE FAIR
Brooke India (BI) has been attending the Dadri equine
fair for the last three years to ensure equine welfare
friendly environment at the fair. This fair, organised in the
Ballia district of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), becomes a trading
platform for almost 5,000 animals each year. Brooke
India’s fair team received the first line of information
about Dadri fair through equine traders who were in BI’s
contact. It was told by them that the fair is a mediumsized fair and that Brooke India must extend its equine
welfare interventions at this fair. With no involvement of
the government, this fair is completely organised by
private individuals.

Brooke Vet, Dr. Sabir demonstrating nasogastric
intubation to a horse suffering from colic to
theVeterinary Officer of Ballia, Dr. AI Siddiqui

The scoping study conducted at the fair by Brooke India
in 2015 revealed welfare issues like inappropriate ramp
for loading/unloading animals from the vehicle,
inadequate water facilities, absence of veterinary service providers and so on. Brooke decided to tackle these issues in a
sustainable manner by roping in the government authorities (animal husbandry department) to take ownership and
participate in the fair. Dadri doesn’t fall in any of Brooke’s programme intervention areas but BI decided to extend its
emergency treatment services at the fair as there was clear lack of any such provision at the fair.
In October 2017, Brooke veterinarian, Dr. Sabir (who works at Brooke’s Rampur unit), visited the Dadri fair and discussed
the situation once again with his team. Hence, BI decided to build a strong and sustainable linkage with the government
vets to ascertain veterinary emergency services for equines. And once the government agrees to get involved in the fair,
Brooke would discuss other equine welfare issues with the government. Dr. Sabir arranged a meeting with the Chief
Veterinary Officer (CVO), Ballia district, Animal Husbandry Department, Uttar Pradesh, Dr. GC Dwivedi, to discuss equine
welfare issues present at the Dadri fair. Dr. Sabir also explained Brooke’s work to the CVO and shared the how Brooke is
working as the sole equine emergency provider at the fair. He also explained to the CVO, the pressing need for
government to participate in the fair and extend veterinary services for equines.
He told the CVO that, “We set up a camp with equine medicines and make our announcements on the loudspeaker during
the fair to promote treatment-seeking behaviour among equine owners. During our two years of working at this fair, we
experienced the serious need of providing treatment to equine cases like accidental wounds, surra and lameness. We
also heard owners tell us sad stories of how they lost their equines during the fair due to lack of treatment.”
After establishing the need for the government animal husbandry department to intervene at the fair, Brooke vet requested
the CVO to join hands with Brooke in bringing relief to diseased and injured equines and saving livelihoods of owners. Dr.
GC Dwivedi promised his support at the Dadri fair. He said, “We will surely take ownership over this matter and provide
support at the equine fair. This is a matter of concern for us as veterinarians and we will do our best to save equines.”
When Brooke India was getting ready to set up its camp at the Dadri fair, it was joined by local government veterinary
officers (GVOs) and a livestock extension officer (LEO) to provide emergency treatment to equines at the fair. This
partnership marked a breakthrough achievement in the field of equine welfare at equine fairs. The 4-day camp saw many
distressed equine owners bringing their animals with a hope of getting quality treatment. The government vets sent by the
CVO and Brooke’s equine fair team worked together tirelessly to manage maximum equine emergencies.
Dr. AI Siddiqui, GVO, Dadri said, “I feel fortunate that through this linkage with Brooke India, I entered a completely new
area of providing veterinary treatment to equines I learnt great skill and knowledge by seeing Brooke vets treating cases of
lameness, surra and colic in equines. I am more confident about treating equines now. I will continue to visit the fair and
encourage fellow vets to do the same.”
Dadri fair has been one of the truly successful examples of Brooke India creating fruitful and long-lasting linkage with the
government animal husbandry department.
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ADVOCACY
BI TO HELP IN FORMULATION OF NATIONAL ACTION PLAN FOR
CONTROL AND CONTAINMENT OF GLANDERS IN INDIA
Brooke India participated in a national level meeting called to jointly prepare an action plan for the Government of India and
other stakeholders (State Govts) for the control and containment of Glanders from the country. The meeting was held on
23rd May at the National Research Centre for Equines (NRCE), Hisar and was attended by the Government Veterinarians,
Veterinarians from important research and diagnostic institutes and laboratories, Army and Veterinarians and experts
from private and Non Government Organisations.
Participants at the meeting decided to call the action plan being discussed as the National Glanders Eradication
Programme. From Brooke India, Dr. Saurabh Singh, Manager Veterinary Services and Akhauri Pradyuman Sinha,
Advocacy Officer participated in the meeting.
The meeting resolved that a dynamic and flexible action plan be prepared which could be suitably modified to meet the
requirements of all states. There were discussions on preparing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) in cases of
Glanders being suspected, notification, testing of samples, transportation and destroying of animals.
The meeting also decided to clarify the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders in this connection.

MEETING WITH UTTAR PRADESH STATE RURAL LIVELIHOOD MISSION
th

On 13 June, Akhauri Pradyuman Sinha, Advocacy Officer (AO), Brooke India and Dr. Vipin Kumar Verma, VO-cumManager, Lucknow Unit, Brooke India had a meeting at the Uttar Pradesh State Rural Livelihood Mission office at
Lucknow. AO briefed Mr. Deewakar Singh, Manager, UPSRLM about Brooke India and of the work we are currently doing
in India and in UP. Dr. Verma also briefed Mr. Singh about the Lucknow and Barabanki units that he is looking after.
We discussed how women groups formed by BI have been linked to SRLM and how these groups have benefitted. Mr.
Singh informed BI team that they have a target of linking all the blocks in state with SRLM.
The Manager, UPSRLM and AO discussed the modalities of how SRLM can make non-intensive Self Help Groups (SHGs)
in BI operational areas into intensive. Functioning SHGs having proper meetings and with a proper book of records is a
must for Intensive SHGs. As BI has many such functioning SHGs, SRLM can directly make it intensive (after a proper
check of records).

BI ATTENDS NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ONE HEALTH – ANTI MICROBIAL
RESISTANCE AND THE 8TH ANNUAL NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
“PREVENTION OF DISEASES OF PUBLIC HEALTH IMPORTANCE (ZOONOTIC DISEASES)
Akhauri Pradyuman Sinha, Advocacy Officer and Dr. Imran Bhatt, Senior Veterinary Officer attended a one-day National
Conference on One Health – Anti Microbial Resistance and the 8th Annual National Conference on “Prevention of
diseases of Public Health Importance (Zoonotic Diseases) in New Delhi.
There were panel discussions on topics such as One Health – Anti Microbial Resistance and its impact on Human and
Animal Health. Both human health and veterinary aspects were discussed. Similarly in various panels concern was raised
over the use of antibiotics for treating common ailments and its long term side effects.
There was also a panel discussion on Public Health Surveillance of Diseases of Zoonotic importance: Challenges faced.
There were also panel discussions on Wildlife Zoonosis and Reverse Zoonosis.
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ADVOCACY
VISIT TO SELF HELP GROUP
On 13 June, Mr. Akhauri Pradyuman Sinha, Advocacy Officer (AO)
along with Dr. Vipin Kumar Verma, VO-cum-Manager, Lucknow Unit
visited a Women Equine Welfare Group (WEWG) of the Lucknow Unit
called Anjaan Peer Baba Ghoda Kalyan Samooh at Nizampur Malhaur.
AO went through the reports and minutes of the meeting register.
The Advocacy Officer also interacted with some of the women members
who had gathered at the house of the

leader of the group. The group

had taken up pottery as Income Generating Activity (IGA). Members of
the group had set up three stalls at the Lucknow-Faizabad Road. BI
Akhauri Pradyuman Sinha (2nd from left),
Dr. Vipin Verma (fourth from left)
at the stall set up by an EWG
member in Lucknow.

team also visited the stalls.
The women of equine owning communities who are the member of the
group have been economically and socially uplifted. On 14 June,
Advocacy officer along with Dr. Verma went to meet the people from the

Qalandar Community who had been given plots of land by the state government and whose houses had been constructed
under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) near Babukheda Village, on the outskirts of Lucknow. AO interacted with
some of the beneficiaries, including the chief or leader of the tribe. BI team also did a transect walk of the area and saw the
houses that have been built. Most of the houses were almost complete and it is expected that they would be completed by
August.
The members of that Qalandar community who traditionally and even now make a living by rearing equines and selling
them at equine fairs have been provided their own houses and have been empowered.
Advocacy Officer also met the members of a WEWG of the Qalandar Community there. The WEWG is called Marahi Mata
Ghoda Kalyan Samooh. The leader of the group gave BI team the books of record of their group for inspection. Other
women were also there and they all answered questions about their group and its activities. The group regularly holds
meetings and some women have used funds from SRLM to set up four shops in the area.

The women of these

communities have now been socially and economically empowered.

INFORMATION-COMMUNICATION UPDATES
Communication team developed case studies for Restricted funding projects (Derek Allpass Foundation and Jayem
Trust)
Karan Kapoor, Information Communication officer developed case studies for Brooke UK website
Communication team designed and developed Q4 Newsletter
Communication team Developed Case Studies for Migratory BK project
Karan Kapoor, Information Communication officer coordinated with Printers to print Brooke India Branded Stationery
(Pen, folder and Notepad)
Communication team developed Script for Maharashtra Donkey Welfare Project funded by Derek Allpass
Foundation.
Communication team developed Script for Brooke India Film
Karan Kapoor, Information Communication officer eveloped Itinerary for Donor Visit to Brooke India Programme
Communication team onducted Survey on ‘Evaluating the effectiveness of Brooke India Newsletter’
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PROGRAMME SUPPORT
EXTENSION TEAM UPDATE
•

Attended 1 Equine Fair in Chaubari, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh. Three equine fairs were cancelled y the district
administration to prevent landers (zoonotic disease) outbreak.

•

Dr. Vijay Malla, Team Leader Extension facilitated 4 days Animal Health Mentoring Framework (AHMF)
Standardization workshop for Brooke India vets of Barelley, Pilibhit, Lakhimpur and Bageshwar Units at Bareilley.

•

Team Leader Extension Delivered sessions along with Cecilia Gath, Veterinary Advisor, Brooke UK on AHMF for
Brooke Africa Vets in Senegal.

•

Dr. Malla supported Brooke West Africa Farrier Project with Senegal government and helped them to prepare module
for Farrier Standardization Workshop.

•

Coordinated 8 days VO foundation course for 14 Brooke Vets at
Brooke India HQ and also conducted session technical sessions on
equine veterinary sciences.

•

Extension team supported Brooke India Partner Unit (Rudraprayag
) for planning and organizing treatment cum awareness camp
during Kedrarnath and Hemkund Pilgrim Yatra

•

Team Leader Extension provided support to Merrut Mobile BK
team to Conduct GVO workshop on Glanders at Ghaziabad

•

Dr. Malla developed two case studies on Equine Fair for Brooke UK

Dr. Vijay Malla, Team Leader Extension
along with Cecilia Gath, Veterinary Advisor,
Brooke UK and Brooke Africa Senior Vets
during AHMF workshop at Senegal

annual restricted funding project.

RESEARCH UPDATES
•

Submitted a manuscript to on “prevalence of heat stress in equids working in brick-kiln in India” to the Indian
of Animal Sciences and notification is awaited.

•

Apaper on “Evaluation of medical management of ocular setariosis in equids in India” has been drafted which is
currently under review.

•

A paper on “oral problems in working equids” is under review

•

Call for abstract has been made for conferences held in India during FY 2018/19

Journal

MONITORING EVALUATION & LEARNING UPDATES
Mainstreaming of Brooke Check
Brooke Check is the software Brooke UK has developed to help collect data in the field
through Tablet and to avoid collecting data on papers. Main aim of the Brooke Check
is to save the time for data collection and generating reports. During the 1st Quarter
2018-19, data collected during the Baseline and Annual Review for SEBWAT/ABI,
Owner Behaviour Monitoring (OBM), Animal Health Mentoring Framework (AHMF)
and Farrier Mentoring Framework (FMF) have been entered into Brooke Check by
various district units.
Flow chart of Brooke Check
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HUMAN RESOURCE UPDATES
NEW JOINING
S.No.

Name

Job Title

Position

Location

1

Ram Pal Verma

VACM

Badaun

2

Lokesh Kumar

VACM

Ambala

3

Vijay Kumar Maurya

Manager cum Veterinary Officer

Ambala

4

Subhash Yadav

Senior VACM

Ambala

5

Iqbal Ahmed

Farrier Trainer

BAREILLY

6

Dhanaji Vitthal Khade

Senior Programme Officer

Shirdi (Ahmednagar)

STAFF LEAVING
S.No.
1

Name

Position

Location

Kumbh Singh Rathore

Farrier Trainer

Moradabad

OVERSEAS VISITORS
S.No.

Name

Job Title

Position

From

To

1

Ms Jasvir Kaur

International Director of Fundraising &
Communications , Brooke UK

14 May

20 May

2

Ms Emily Marquez

Executive Director Brooke USA

14 May

20 May

3

Ms Topsy Hughes

Donor, Brooke UK

14 May

20 May

4

Laura Rombauer

Donor, Brooke USA

14 May

20 May

5

Harriet Dodd

Director of Programmes, Brooke UK

3 April

11 April

WELFARE ASSESSMENT UPDATES
•

In the period from April to June, 2018 Brooke India Welfare Assessment (WA) team carried out base line
assessments at PEWU –Kaushambi, PEWU –Kashipur, PEWU Ghazipur and Meerut mobile unit. WA team also gave
training to new VACMs in VACM foundation course held in Ahmadnagar.

MEDIA COVERAGE
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Brooke Hospital for Animals (India)
2nd floor, A Block, 223-226, Pacific Business Park,
Dr Burman Marg, Plot no 37/1, Site IV ,
Sahibabad Industrial Area, Ghaziabad - 201010
Uttar Pradesh, India, Ph: +91 120 4151655, Fax: +91 120 4348955
Email: mail@thebrookeindia.org.

